SC-AMLE in partnership with the S.C. Middle Grades Initiative and the National Forum for Middle Grades Reform is now providing high quality professional learning opportunities for schools. These sessions are designed to assist middle schools with tools to become high performing. All sessions can be customized to the needs of the school.

Topics include: The Middle School Concept, Young Adolescents at Risk, Developmentally Responsive Schools, Academic Excellence: Brain Based Instruction, Middle Grades Leadership, Inquiry and Providing Feedback, Instructional Strategies that Work in a Middle School, Growth Mindset, Managing Complex Change, & Homework and Grading Practices and Policies

Each session is designed to allow participants to gain knowledge, new practices, and focus on growing leadership in the middle grades. Modules provide resources and activities schools can use to grow student achievement, teacher efficacy, and strong leadership.

Half Day Session: $400.00 & Full Day Session: $800.00

These rates represent a special value for SC-AMLE Member Schools. Non-Member Schools have access to the same opportunity and resources at a higher rate. Book today!